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ccording to Liane McGowan, happiness guru and
founder of Happy Monday
CC, as the working world
continues to shift and diversify, the
workplace increasingly becomes a
melting pot of different characters,
skills, personalities and pressures. As
such, happiness at work is fundamental.
“Happiness spreads! There are a variety of exercises and tasks that can be
undertaken to encourage happiness
within each environment, without
negatively impacting on productivity or time spent working,” confirms
McGowan.

Facing demotivating things
“In general, the three most demotivating things bosses do at work
include: taking personal issues out
on staff; not leading by example; and
demanding respect when this should
be earned,” continued McGowan.
Despite the most intricate happiness strategies, by our very nature,
humans are fallible. So how can a
culture of happiness be maintained in
the face of disciplinary action?

GWII’s social media
platforms

T
Can happiness spread?
The ultimate success
“Discipline and happiness within the
workplace are separate issues which
work hand in hand. Corporate rules
and regulations need to be adhered
to no matter how happy an environment is,” adds McGowan. “However,
what we do tend to find is that the
more positive and well-functioning
an employee, the less need there
is for discipline or for employees to
feel they need to break the rules per
se. Happy people work together, not
against one another.”

Happiness at work is not about
being “warm and fuzzy”. McGowan
concludes; “Happy employees are
employees who stay on task, stay
motivated, and are more creative
and less stressed than unhappy
employees.
They lead and strive to succeed
more than unhappy employees.
They are willing to go the extra mile,
and are dedicated to their task at
hand – and the ultimate success of
the organisation.”

he purpose of Gauteng Women in
Insurance (GWII) is to enhance the
position of women in the short term
insurance industry by facilitating networking
opportunities, developing members’ personal and professional goals and promoting
and debating insurance and other relevant
issues.
To connect, interact, stay up dated, market
and brand yourselves, we encourage all
the members to get connected and grow
their professional networks on GWII’s social
media platforms:
Like us on Facebook
Gauteng Women In Insurance
@GautengWomenInInsurance
Follow us on Twitter
Gauteng Women In Ins
@GWII_STI
Join GWII’s
LinkedIn group
Gauteng Women in Insurance
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4847061
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auteng Women in Insurance
welcomed members to its fifth
birthday bash carnival on Tuesday
8 August at Aon South Africa, with
Aon South Africa as the main sponsor.
Setting the tone for the evening, with elaborate masks from Venetian to lace, members
donned on masks of all colours, sizes and
patterns flaring flamboyance in feathers,
beads, boas and gems.

Let them eat cake
On arrival guests were treated to cocktail
welcome drinks, sponsored by HIC Underwriting Managers and delicious eats and
treats.
The venue was decked out in colorful balloons and centerpieces boasting a photo
booth for photo sessions, sponsored by
MiWay, and a chocolate fountain, sponsored
by Crawford & Company, to set the night off
on a sweet note.
Insure Group’s birthday cupcakes culminated GWII’s fifth birthday bash. As birthday
candles were lit, past GWII Chairpersons
Annelot Schrijver, Charlene Webster and
current GWII Chairperson, Nicky Eveleigh
took centre stage for the big blow out while
members loudly and proudly sang happy
birthday to GWII.
Once the formalities for the evening came
to an end, ladies where entertained by

dancers, sponsored by Clyde & Co.

GWII past, present and future
The committee members, partly sponsored
by Discovery Insure, spoke about GWII’s
past, present and future.
“GWII started in 2012 and has grown from
eight ladies with a vision, to a stunning
1 623 (and counting) women working in the
short term insurance industry in Gauteng.
We are where we are because of our sponsors and our members,” said Schrijver.
“I remember it well: a get-together of a
small group of women in a restaurant
in Bryanston towards the end of 2012 is
what kick-started all of this. From there GWII
seemed to gain a life of its own. As a founding member of GWII I am immensely proud
of what we have accomplished in under five
years,” continued Schrijver.
Webster spoke about the events she has
hosted. She continued to say how proud she
is of how much GWII has grown and how it
has allowed her to connect with many other
ladies from other parts of the industry and
encouraged ladies to “be humble, brave,
bold, smart, work hard and most importantly, reach out and lift each other up.”
“We host many wonderful events and there
are a lot of new things lined up. As members
we encourage you to share your ideas with

us. Encourage one another. Each day try to
lift someone up. This is part of the pledge,”
said Eveleigh.
To celebrate the advancement of women
members were asked to sign a pledge as
part of the entrance fee to the birthday
bash.

•

•
In an effort to make a difference in the
professional development of women, members pledged to empower themselves and
women in the short term industry.

•

A charitable cause
Those attending were asked to bring along
odd socks and pay an entrance fee of R50
for the nominated charity, Ekujabuleni
Kwabadla Happiness for the aged.
We would like to thank each one of you
for your donation. We were able to collect
R12 174.61 from member’s donation fees
and Insure Group donated an additional
R5,000 which means the nominated charity,
Ekujabuleni Kwabadla Happiness, received
R17 174.61 in total.
The odd (and new) socks collected will go to
the homeless via Toddlers & Treats Charity
foundation.

Lucky draws
A few lucky ladies walked away with prizes
donated by sponsors. We would like to
thank the sponsors who contributed to the
prizes. The sponsors were:
• Bryte Insurance’s Jewellery, Fine Art
& Specie Division donated a Unode50

•
•

bracelet imported from Spain. This
bracelet is unique as there were only 50
of them ever made and the value of this
was over R2 500;
Beyonda – In celebration of our fifth
birthday Beyonda donated five Woolworths gift vouchers valued at R1 000
each;
Centriq – A trip to Le Creuset saw three
lucky ladies winning a tagine pot, a salad
bowl with the oil and vinegar decanter, as
well as a coffee plunger with four mugs;
ELB Engerneering Services – One micro
blading session voucher with Alisa Basson Permanent Makeup Academy valued
at R1 500;
Paton Personnel – One Sorbet voucher
valued at R500; and
Tradesure – One hamper of BodyShop
pamper products.

Thank you
GWII would like to thank the main sponsor Aon South Africa and co-sponsors Arch
Insurance, Associated Loss Adjusters, Bryte,
Camargue, Clyde & Co, Coface, Crawford &
Company, Discovery Insure, HIC Underwriting Managers, INNIU, Innovation Group, Insure Group and MiWay for their sponsorship
and support for this event. Without them
this would not have been possible.
A big thank you also goes out to Insure
Group for once again sponsoring our photographer and SHA Specialist Underwriters
for carrying our insurance. And lastly, to all
GWII members thank you for attending this
event. We have come a long way and we will
continue… to go from strength to strength.

•

•

Ladies, create your
own wealth

L

atest local statistics reveal
that women are playing
an increasingly critical role
in ensuring the financial
security of their families, highlighting the need for proper financial
planning for all women.
Ultimately, you are accountable
for your financial situation and it is
your responsibility to take control
of your income and expenditures
in order to ensure your family’s
needs are met and they are financially secure.

Have a plan
The modern woman can create
wealth by being deliberate and
having a plan; just as you have
goals for your career, you need to
also have wealth goals. The fol-

lowing are some non-negotiables
to help you reach your financial
goals:
• Let go of the guilt and look
after yourself first, then you will
be able to look after others.
• Take time out to understand
your finances, tax, your employee benefits, insurance,
savings and investments.
• Draw up a budget and stick to
it. Share it with your family, to
manage their expectations of
you.
• Start saving as soon as possible.
Consider investing in a unit
trust through a debit order. This
will instill a regular saving habit
and can assist to accumulate
wealth over time.
• Just be patient and let your
money grow, do not spend your

•

•

•

savings.
Quantify your worth, not only
your salary, but also the time
you spend to raise your family
and build your home - and protect that with income protection insurance.
If you have assets, protect yourself against theft or damage by
taking out insurance.
A life insurance policy must
be part of your financial plan
if you have dependents and it
can help with intergenerational
wealth creation.
Retail therapy is not a financially savvy move. Spoil yourself,
but within reason and it must
be a part of the plan.
You are not too rich or too poor
to have a financial planner. Seek
help from a financial planner.
There is also a lot of free information available from reputable sources. However, always
trust your gut when seeking
advice, if something doesn’t
feel right, it is probably in your
best interest to walk away.

Celebrating successful women
for all their hard work and
effort creates a pathway and
stepping stone for aspiring
women who seek guidance,
motivation and inspiration.

G

Reach your goals with purpose
Financial freedom is a mental,
emotional and educational journey. Know your worth and reach
for your goals with a purpose.

auteng Women In Insurance (GWII) recently
chatted to Charmaine
Sneyd, Managing
Director at Sovereign Reinsurance
Brokers about her journey and
career in the financial services industry, how she balances personal
and work life and what advice
she would give to women in the
industry.

different to the business cultures
adopted today which are far more
inclusive. Organisations nowadays
have adopted an equal and democratic management style. There
were many challenges that women
were faced with in trying to
climb the corporate ladder and in
general, women were overlooked
when it came to Senior Managerial
positions,” said Sneyd.

Drive to economically empower
women

Motshabi Nomvethe
Technical Marketing Specialist
PPS

“When I first started working in
the reinsurance industry in 1990 it
was a largely male driven industry
with a business culture vastly

“There has been an increased
drive to economically empower
women over the last 27 years
that I have been in the industry
but I feel that there are still vast
improvements that can be made.

between 1980’s and mid 1990’s)
(found to be tech savvy but the
most difficult to work with) to
Generation Z (people born after
1995) (highly connected, having
had lifelong use of communication
and media technology).

With empowerment of women in
the economy there are a lot more
challenges such as increased stress
levels and changing roles and less
time for mothers to spend with
children due to their work schedules,” she said.

The gap in the workforce
In today’s workforce Sneyd said
there are a number of working
generations from Baby boomers (people born between 1940
-1960’s) (cost effective/hard
working & least entrepreneurial),
Generation X (people born between 1960 – early 1980’s) (great
team players, entrepreneurial
and problem solving skills but
poorly represented at executive
levels), Generation Y (people born

“I think that the generation gap
is one of the downfalls in our
industry. It is important to identify
and utilise the unique strengths of
each generation in your workforce
in a way that benefits the business.
It is critical in today’s competitive
and ever-changing business landscape. Successfully bridging the
generation gaps will no doubt have
a positive effect on performance
and productivity. Encouraging job
shadowing and mentorship programmes are vital components to
empower women in our industry,”
emphasised Sneyd.

Hard work and continued drive
“I was fortunate enough that my
first job was with a small, family
orientated and very successful and
driven reinsurance brokerage. I
have had many opportunities over
the years and I believe that hard
work and my continued drive to
better myself have played a big
role in my career,” said Sneyd.
“I have always been driven to be
successful and entrench good
working relationships with clients

and my peers over the years. I
think the most important thing
that I have had to keep in mind
throughout my working career is
that you have to continually reach
out for the life and career that you
dream of. It is also very important
for me to continually educate within our industry and I have started
rolling out training to my clients
which I find hugely rewarding. The
most important thing that one also
has to remember is to continually
adapt to the changes that happen
in their business environment,”
continued Sneyd.

“I try my best to create a flexible
workplace so that I can work from
my office or from home and I am
fortunate enough to have great
friends and family around to assist
me when I need to attend functions, conferences and the likes,”
continued Sneyd.

Continually empower yourself

In maintaining work and personal
life balance Sneyd said, “Being a
single mom and a career woman
has been challenging, but at the
same time, it is hugely rewarding
knowing that what I am creating
will benefit my son in the future.”

When asked what advice she
would give to young females starting out a career in insurance Sneyd
said, “When I first entered the
reinsurance industry the scariest
factor for me was going out to network with business colleagues. No
one had ever taught me how to go
up to a stranger and introduce myself and then start a conversation.
I think that this is still important in
today’s environment and networking is essential to your growth as
a person as well as establishing
business connections.”

“As women we constantly put
ourselves into situations where
we feel guilty about balancing our
work life and family life. Some
days I feel like I have the balancing act right and other days I feel
like I am dropping the ball both at
home and at work. It’s important
to remember that we are human
and that we make mistakes and for
me, learning from my mistakes has
made me more adaptable to the
challenges faced on a daily basis.”

The other advice she would give
would be to always work outside
of your job description because
it will give you a well-rounded
perspective. “Set your sights high,
be willing to work your hardest to
succeed, stay out of office politics,
be informed, always be the one
to volunteer for anything asked,
try everything that interests you
even if it doesn’t sound like the
safe decision and ask questions all
the time and empower yourself

Balancing work life and family life

by continually learning something
new and studying wherever possible.”
When asked what advice she
would give to working mothers
who are career driven Sneyd said,
“It is hard trying to balance your
family and career life but most
importantly you have to remember
that as an individual, you still have
dreams which need to be fulfilled
and sometimes you have to make
yourself step out of your safety
circle and entrust people around
you for assistance.”
“It is important to try and plan
as much as possible and it is also
important to try and keep a good
routine for your children. Find
quality childcare and/or an Au Pair
as your children get older. Make
your mornings easier by preparing
the night before. Create a calendar
noting all the important school
and family events, extracurricular
activities; this will help you to be
on top of your schedule. Communicate with your employer and
try and arrange flexible working
arrangements that work for both
you and your boss. Create special
family activities as well as spend
quality time with your children and
partners, and most importantly,
make time for yourself wherever
or whenever possible,” concluded
Sneyd.

To illustrate the risk to widows of
failing to secure a lifetime income,
Just produced this graph which
shows a couple who invest R1m in
a living annuity at retirement when
the male is age 65 and the female
61. It shows their income in real
terms when they draw R55 000
per annum and increase this with
inflation each year, assuming that
they earn CPI + 3% each year after
all charges .

Deane Moore
CEO: Just South Africa

F

inancial vulnerability is one
of the greatest challenges
women face today. A
woman’s life expectancy is
three to four years longer than a
man’s, and women typically marry
husbands who are three to four
years older than themselves. Not
only can women expect to grow
old alone, but most will also run
out of retirement savings before
they die.

Ninety percent of South Africans purchase living annuities
to provide for their retirement,
and fail to ask their advisers
what guaranteed lifetime income
options are available to them.
National Treasury’s concern that

“most South African retirees
who purchase living annuities”
[without a guaranteed lifetime
income] “face a substantial risk of
outliving their assets” has been
widely reported.
The risk to widows
However, there is a subtle nuance
that has been missed, it is the last
survivor, in most cases the widow,
who will suffer the indignity of
being unable to fund their basic
living costs in their final six to
eight years of life. This is one of
the motivations behind Just’s recent innovation of making lifetime
income options available to all
retirees regardless of their choice
of retirement product.

This shows how the couple are
able to maintain that real income
level of R55 000 during the husband’s life expectancy of eighteen
years. The surviving widow is expected to live a further eight years,
during which time she will see her
real income fall to R15 000.
The following table shows the
capital required by a woman to secure a guaranteed lifetime income
of R35 000 per annum (65% of the
combined income of the couple
in the example), targeted to grow
with inflation each year.
JustEnough capital to secure
pre-tax lifetime income of
R35 000 p.a
Age 65

R465 000

Age 75

R325 000

Age 85

R200 000

Source: Just

This demonstrates that if a couple
had used a portion of their assets
at retirement to secure a guaranteed lifetime income, the widow
would not be left with a declining
income in her final years.
Until death us do part
South Africa is not alone in facing
these gender inequalities in retirement. Research done by Mercer
Benefit Consultants shows that UK
women receive 39.5% less income
than men in retirement.
Eve Read of Mercer cites a number
of reasons for this which will resonate with South African women:
lower lifetime earnings, temporary
absence from the workplace for
maternity reasons or to care for
children or elderly parents, and

an inherently lower risk appetite
which leads them to invest more
conservatively.
Women experience conscious and
unconscious gender bias throughout life in workplace opportunities, pay, and role expectations
in the home. Unfortunately, this
continues in retirement where
widows suffer ever decreasing living standards literally ‘until death
us do part’.
He notes that it is as important
for women to be fully empowered participants in all financial
planning discussions relating to
retirement as it is to ensure they
have appropriate antenuptial
agreements in place when getting
married.

Save the serious stuff for the serious tournaments!

G

etting together with the ladies for
an afternoon of bowls is a great
way to mix exercise and encourage friendly competition.
Gauteng Women In Insurance (GWII) rallied
up the ladies for an afternoon of bowls,
sponsored by Innosys, at the Killarney Country Club on 25 August.

What a fun day!
Starting off the day, the ladies were treated
to refreshing welcome drinks and a scrumptious light lunch, followed by a quick lesson
in bowls where coach Mike showed the
ladies the ins and outs of the sport.
Off to the greens, in their teams, ladies
sporting their takkies and sporty outfits
began what was… a day to remember!
Some played better than others, but in
essence the feedback from the attending
members all in all was that the event was
one of the best events they have attended
with some labelling it as “fun”, “great”,
“superbly outrageous”, “definitely one of
the best we have had” and “I enjoyed the
networking at the event and meeting new
people”.

Awarded efforts
After breaking a sweat, from the greens the
ladies headed to the patio for some cana-

pés and yummy desserts. The day ended off
with a prize giving session. Prizes were given
for the best team, the best gees people,
followed by lucky draws.

The best team
This was a draw between three teams that
got the same score. One member from each
team had to draw a number out of a hat
(one, two, and three) to determine their
prize.
• The team that got the number one got
R1 000 Woolworths vouchers;
• The team that drew the number two got
R 500 Woolworths vouchers; and
• The team that drew the number three
got R 300 Woolworths vouchers.
Four of the best gees people received a
R1 000 Woolworths vouchers; and the
lucky draw ladies also received Woolworths
vouchers.
GWII would like to thank main sponsor,
Innosys, as this event would not have been
possible without them. GWII would also like
to thank all the members who took part in
this fun day…it was a lovely day indeed!
Ladies were asked to bring R50 entrance
fees which will be donated to the nominated charity, The Sports Trust for the
underprivileged.
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